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in newer vehicles, obd-ii also requires the vehicle manufacturer provide the diagnostic port with
information on the vin of the vehicle. this vin information is stored internally as part of the

vehicle’s computer and is used to identify the vehicle in question. in some older vehicles, obd-ii
is even available on the vehicle's dashboard as a more convenient location than under the
steering wheel. most modern vehicles connect via the can bus, using a single, proprietary

connector that allows the data to be read and interpreted through the tool. in older vehicles, obd-
ii is handled through a wire harness connected to a connector by the vehicle's steering wheel

hub. over the years, many different makers have come up with their own ways of implementing
obd-ii. since the release of the standard and the ability to read data from a vehicle, many of

those originally proprietary systems have become public domain and are now freely available
software that work with the same vehicles. now the machine takes a moment to update and
upgrade the firmware, which takes a few seconds. at the end of the process, the car will start

and go through its regular diagnostic routine and it should come back with a dtc. the go button
will indicate that the flashing is complete and the lights should return to a steady red as normal

any time you see a dtc, you will see that it will state “firmware rev:” in the upper right-hand
corner. if that is a new value, you have a new firmware revision. if that is a zero, then there was

an error and you have to start over. unplug the nexas and start over.
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this diagnostic cable is used only for iso9141 and kwp2000 transmission protocols which are
used by vw,compatible vehicles: volkswagen, audi, skoda, seat: audi models: - compatible: a2 /

a3 / a4 cabriolet / a6 / a8 / s2 / s3 / tt - not compatible: 80 / 100 / 200 / a3(8p) / a4(b7) / a6(c6/4f)
/ a8 / a8l(d3/4e) / q7 seat models: - compatible: alhambra / altea / arosa / cordoba / ibiza / inca /

leon mk 1 / leon mk 2 / toledo - not compatible: altea (5p) / leon (1p) / toledo (5p) skoda: -
compatible: fabia / felicia / octavia mk 1 / octavia mk 2 / superb - not compatible: altea (5p) /
leon (1p) / toledo (5p) vw: - compatible: beetle / bora / caddy / corrado / golf mk2 / golf mk3 /
golf mk4 / jetta mk3 / jetta mk4/ lupo / passat mk3 / passat mk4 / polo mk3 / polo mk4 / polo

mk4. - not compatible: caddy (2k) / golf mk5 (1k) / golf plus / jetta mk5 (1k) / passat mk5 (b6) /
passat mk6 (b6) / phaeton / touran (1t) 1.this cable may not work if your car uses a protocol /
bus system like vpw, pwm or can-bus. 2. terminal k = bus of communication 3. terminal l =
ignition for waking up car computing system (ecu: engine control unit). 4. existed 3 different
protocols with same obd2 connector incl. iso/kwp, vpw, pmw. 5. this k/l diagnostic interface &
cables work on iso/kwp (key word protocol) launched after 1996 only. 6. supports also iso9141

protocol package include: 1 x vag-com kkl 409.1 obd2 usb cable auto scanner scan tool audi vw
seat volkswagen 5ec8ef588b
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